
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of HR program manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for HR program manager

Define standard operating procedures for all processes end to end with
clearly defined SLAs
Manage T&OC event portfolio deliveries (budget, venue & logistics,
registration, tracking, communications, show book)
Establish the annual delivery plan in partnership with the T&OC team, with
the support of vendor partners Plan and forecast the events budget, monitor
and control costs vs plan - maintain YOY cost detail and conduct analytics,
ensuring increased efficiency YOY contributing to strong ROI Partner to
identify and secure venues for face-to-face deliveries and ensure availability
of logistical requirements based on specifications
Design and manage participant pre- and post-communication process in line
with the event design by partnering with design teams - ensuring timely
communications and responses
Create a show-book to document all event operations plans and make the
same available to key stakeholders for the event
Lead program evaluation systems for participants, program owners - ensure
accurate assessment of experience and impact (virtual, face to face, self-
paced), and identify changes to be made for greater results
Establish measureable success factors for all programs (virtual, face to face,
self-paced) and ensure team achieves them consistently
Conduct process and quality audits for the team to identify exceptions and
build action plans to address
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Provide rigorous financial oversight Partner with GLD & GHRO to identify
platform efficiencies, and proactively seeks out and engage with other
thought leaders, both internal and external, to regularly inject new thinking,
fresh ideas and approaches

Qualifications for HR program manager

8+ years implementation and/or upgrade experience with PeopleSoft HCM
solutions, ADP preferred
Proven ability to deal with and resolve ambiguity and to manage conflict
Self-starter with proven ability to anticipate problems and take proactive,
decisive action, giving regard to the impact on the system, business needs
and user population
Familiar with data privacy and other regulatory requirements
You have good presentation skills and have the ability to communicate at
every level whether internally or externally
Working knowledge of Lean Six Sigma methodologies is preferred


